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Ichigo full hollow mask

The power and skill of Eduardo Garza Hollow Spirit of Zanpakut, himself, Ichiko Kurosaki (sometimes) hollow inside Ichiko Kurosaki. Sanpakut Ichiko Kurosaki (Cumshot, Kurosaki Ichigo ?) It is part of Ichigo, which has a hollow side that acts as a separate entity, which can manifest itself externally when Ichiko loses control of himself, usually during a match.
Although he has said many times that he does not have a name, he used to be known as Hollow Ichigo (虚), Horo Ichigo ?) by fans of the series, although he was mentioned by other meanings such as Hishiko, Ichihollow, Shirosaki or Okoji most often. Now it is known that he is always the real Zangetsu, another one representing Ichiko's Quincy power. The
first appearance of Hollow Ichigo in anime (observed black teeth) With the same negative properties and physical constitution, only the color of his body and clothing varies compared to Shin Igami's replacement, both hollow Ichigo's skin and hair are completely white, while his nails and teeth are black, and his tongue is dark blue, instead of the sclerotic white
of her eyes is black like her students, while the iris is yellow. Despite being the embodiment of Ichigo's hollow power, this character is dressed as a shinami in use, even if it uses the opposite color. As a result, the uniform is a flawless white tone, while the shirt inside the belt, sash and shoes are more nautical black on that side to dress the starter. After Tensa
Zangetsu pulled him out of the interior of Ichigo, Hollow Ichigo now has much longer hair than his waist, and also wears a mask of Ichigo hollow 2 his mask, but unlike ichigo's, since it is black with white lines and his eyes turn completely white. It should be determined that its appearance is like starting with a regular white suit, and its feet are now similar to
those of beginners who try to feet a kind of dinosaur, it also has sharp claws and white feathers coated on the wrist, as if they were fur. The personality possesses one of the specific characters in the Hollow Ichigo series, it is cruel and arrogant, confident and greatly superior. One of its most striking features is the jolly sonrísa, which often comes with
laughter, hysteria and ridicule, and theatrical ademans. Cruel and sadistic, he enjoys cornering his victims and scares them before letting them do the coup de Grace and still enjoying their spoils. Fight as a fanatic who does not feel pain with ferocious force and undisclosed violence. Aside from being very ridiculous, Hollow Ichigo also has great ambitions.
But he knows how to take his place and expects the situation to come back to fight again when one of the fights disappears. Ichigo's relationship with The Inner Hollow by demonstrating almost exclusively in Ichigo's inner world, although Hollow Ichigo is one of the main and most aggravated opponents of the series, the external effects are much smaller. For
this reason, a few characters come to interact with him, leaving him consciously alone. Recording his anime appearance that he became known to Muramasa, only Ichigo and Zangetsu himself have seen Hollow Ichigo in the inner world of Shinami substitute, about the spirit of Ichigo's Zanpaku-t. As Ichigo's energy excellence sources, the two are
complementary and collaborative, as long as Shinigami can control the inner Hollow. Ichigo Kurosaki's most complex relationship is probably Ichigo's most complex relationship, and one of the richest differences in the entire history of the series is the relationship that allows its protagonist to stay with the inner hollow. Initially, the rise of Hollow Ichigo was
slow but steady, and in the end it became apparent that at some point it came to subdue Ichigo himself and gained control of Shinigami's body, causing chaos and destruction around him. However, Ichigo's fear on his side, Hollow and his continued threats, has disappeared, especially thanks to the training that the audience is under him, and now he can
confront him without fear and trust in his victory, even if his enemies are very powerful and know how to take advantage of his fighting potential better than him, Ichiko is also aware of this, and even if he is unwilling to end his efforts as king, and for Ichiko to become a horse, he will not bother Shimi nika with his taunts and threats but like it. Hide and expect
so he can move the tab when the situation is in his favor. Even so, it should be said that the two personalities can be partners if they have a common motive, and at that time Ichiko became an invincible adversary. Ichiko's hollow worries that Ichiko will die because if he dies, he'll die. For this reason, he decided to give him a certain amount of power, or even
assumed absolute control to protect the body of Shinigami (his body) from disappearing. Ichigo hollow sign the prize money saga, he does not like to say that eichigo is united, but it will hurt him if Ichigo dies Zanpakuto there is no doubt that Hollow Ichigo and Zangetsu have a very mysterious relationship as both Ichigo's power source, although it is important
to know that Hollow Ichigo respects Zangetsu (to some degree). Also during Ichigo's training at Dangai, Hollow Ichigo was willing to merge with Tensa Zangetsu just as they spoke in sync, as Zangetsu described him and Hollow Ichigo as a two-part technique of being one. Curiosity follows isshin's story and what is said by Etsu Nimaiya, it follows that Hollow
Ichigo comes from the beginning of the real Zangetsu, in which he accepts himself during his last encounter, and after it is revealed that harlier Zangetsu is a form of Ichiko's quince. In addition, he himself claimed to be part of Ichiko Hollow Ichiko's power not only reiterated that he lacked a name and refused in the round to identify himself with any character,
but has come to say that he does not know what he really is. In the first look of Hollow Ichigo in the anime, it has black teeth to emphasize the difference with Ichigo. However, in their subsequent intervention, they become white, because they are always in manga. While many fans of the series comment on the possibility that Hollow Ichigo could be Adjuchas
or Vasto Lorde Hollow, this doesn't make sense to what it says throughout the series, as these Hollows emerge from the Hollows reunion as a single body. This is to get more energy (so they cannibalism or eat the human spirit) that would be adjuchas or vasto aristocrats, the strongest consciousness is the one that wins, and remains the ruler, preserving the
original form when even included, Nellel says. Nnoitra says Lord Vasto has been said from birth, so Hollow Ichigo, with immense power, could be Vast Lorde, even in his final stages, demonstrating its quality by using Zero (and zero equivalent to zero dark). This can be done by little as a result of the aforementioned merger. In the cover part of chapter 289,
The Scarmask's Skull resembles ichigo's new transformation into a hollow Ichigo hollow, often referred to as Ichigo 'socio', or in the Spanish version of coleguita, appearing in most games in the series, often with his specific style marked with Zangetsu (in other words, fighting from a distance). When Tennsa Zangetsu pulls Hollow Ichigo from Ichigo's chest,
he says that's the source of his desperation. Ichigo is very frustrated with the water conditions that flood the inner world of Ichiko (nothing runs electric, and when he falls asleep, he floats and ends up anywhere), but Ichigo doesn't seem to worry about it. In manga, when Tensa Zangetsu merges with Hollow Ichigo, this shape has a normal skin color, while in
anime it is completely white plus the Bankai sword is white rather than black, like in manga (although Tsuba is still black). Another curiosity is that Tensa Zangetsu's hollow mask, fused with Hollow Ichigo, resembles a sword 4 Ulquiorra Cifer Hollow Ichiko seems to like a blue circle, because in the omake of chapter 302, he can be seen wearing pyjamas with
a blue circle and a life support machine. In the book Character 3: UNMASKED, Hollow Ichigo's description is: The Blood Type O, Egoista is often cheerful and brilliant, adept at existence and capable of being a leader. Also in the book, character 3: UNMASKED, it has the name Shiro Ichiko or Ichigo Blanco. It seems that the biggest weakness of the second
hollow pattern is his horn, since in all likelihood, when Ichigo has adopted this pattern, it has always been void. Cut him off. Ichigo's new hollow appearance may be due to Hollow Ichigo's warning: if you want to control my power, make sure you don't die until the next time we meet. Ichigo is then actually dead by Ulquiorra's Dark Zero, Ichigo no longer has the
ability to control the power of Hollow Ichigo. Words (to Zangetsu): He is the king of this world, so I must win (A Zangetsu): He is strong Zangetsu. Over time... All the power will be mine (to Ichigo in his inner world): Zangetsu?, I am Zangetsu (A Ichigo): Ichigo, what is the difference between the king and his horse? I don't mean nonsense, for example, one is a
person and the other belongs to an animal, or one has two legs and four legs, the other in every way of owning the same skills and powers. There's only one answer. Intuition! For two things alike, it becomes more powerful and gain strength, they need to become kings. They must seek more fighting and power with them. They crave fighting and live to crush
mercilessly, crush and destroy their enemies! Deep in sleep, sharp instincts to kill the massacre! You don't have those basic instincts. You fight with your brain. You try to defeat your enemies using logic! That's why you're weaker than me, Ichiko! I don't want it, Ichiko. I do not know anything about Zangetsu, but I refuse to accept a weaker king than me to cut
the ribbon with him. If she is weaker than me, and I will keep my crown (to Ichigo after being defeated by this): . Looks like you still want to fight and your instincts. What a way to treat me. I'll remember you as king, but don't forget! Don't forget that we can all be kings or horses. If I have a chance, I'll drag you and step on your head! If you want to control my
powers before we meet again, be careful not to die! This is the first time you've ever made this shape with your own eyes. You beat Ulquiorra Cifer by using this form... That's right. This is what you're afraid of. You are afraid to be like this because your heart is dominated by all this destructive power, and you can't hollow yourself up properly anymore. (A
Ichigo): Zangetsu community content and I am your power. Available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated.
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